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11 IntroductionIn high speed design, long on-chip interconnects can be modeled as distributed delay lines,where the delay of the lines can often be reduced by wire sizing or intermediate bu�erinsertion. Simple wire sizing is one degree of freedom available to the designer, but often itis ine�ective due to area, routability, and capacitance considerations. On the other hand,driver sizing and bu�er insertion are powerful tools for reducing delay, given reasonablepower constraints. Intermediate bu�ers can e�ectively decouple a large load o� of a criticalpath or divide a long wire into smaller segments, each of which has less line resistanceand makes the path delay more linear with overall length. As the devices and lines shrinkinto deep submicron, it is more e�ective, in terms of power, area, and routability, to insertintermediate bu�ers than to rely solely on wire sizing.Because oorplanning and placement have a signi�cant impact on critical path delay,research in the area has focused on timing driven approaches. Almost no existing oorplan-ning and placement techniques consider the option of bu�er insertion, particularly earlyin the design cycle. Typically, only wire length or Elmore delay is used for delay calcula-tion. This practice is too restrictive as evidenced by the reliance industry has placed onintermediate bu�ering as a means for achieving aggressive cycle times. It is commonplacefor production chips to contain tens of thousands of bu�ers. This paper attempts to lever-age the additional freedom gained by inserting bu�ers during oorplanning and placement.The resulting formulation provides an additional degree of freedom not present in pastapproaches and typically leads to solutions with smaller area and increased routability.To incorporate bu�er insertion into early planning stage, we propose a new methodol-ogy of oorplanning and placement using bu�ered trees to estimate the wiring delay. Weformulate the Delay Bounded Bu�ered Tree (DBB-tree) problem as follows: Given a netwith delay bounds on the critical sinks that are associated with critical paths, constructa tree with intermediate bu�ers inserted to minimize both the total wiring length and thenumber of bu�ers, while satisfying the delay bounds. We propose an e�cient algorithmbased on the Elmore delay model to construct DBB spanning trees for use during oorplan-ning and placement. The experimental results of the DBB spanning tree show that usingbu�er insertion at the oorplanning stage yields signi�cantly better solutions in terms ofboth chip area and total wiring length.The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related workson interconnect optimization and intermediate bu�er insertion, and introduces the idea of



2 2 RELATED WORKS AND OVERVIEW OF DBB-TREE ALGORITHMour DBB spanning tree algorithm. Section 3 describes the DBB algorithm in detail. Theexperimental results of DBB spanning tree algorithm applied for signal nets and for generaloorplanning are given in Section 4, followed by conclusions in Section 5.2 Related Works and Overview of DBB-tree Algorithm2.1 Elmore Delay ModelAs VLSI design reaches deep submicron, interconnect delay models have evolved from thesimplistic lumped RC model to the sophisticated high-order moment-matching delay model[1]. The Elmore delay model [2] provides a simple closed-form expression with greatlyimproved accuracy for delay compared to the lumped RC model. Elmore is the mostcommonly used delay model in recent works of interconnect design.For each wire segment modeled as a ��type circuit, given the interconnect tree T , theElmore delay from the source s0 to sink si can be expressed as follows:�(0; i) = R0C0 + Xe(u;v)2Path(0;i) rlu;v(clu;v2 + Cv) (1)where R0 is the driver resistance at the source and C0 is the total capacitance charged by thedriver. Path(0; i) denotes the path from s0 to si and wire e(u; v) connecting sv to its parentsu. Given a uniform wire width, r and c denote the unit resistance and unit capacitancerespectively. The wire resistance rlu;v and wire capacitance clu;v are proportional to thewire length lu;v. Let Cv denote the total capacitance of a subtree rooted at sv , which ischarged through wire e(u; v). The �rst term of �(0; i) is linear with the total wire lengthof T , while the second term has quadratic dependence on the length of the path from thesource to si.2.2 Topology Optimization for InterconnectFrom the previous discussion of Elmore delay, we can conclude that for interconnect topologyoptimization, two major concerns are the total wire length and the path length from thedriver to the critical sinks. The early work of Cohoon Randall [3] and Cong et al. [4]observed the existence of conicting min-cost and min-radius (the longest source-to-sinkpath length of the tree) objectives in performance-driven routing [5].A number of algorithms have been proposed to make the trade-o�s between the totalwiring length and the radius of the Steiner or spanning tree [6, 7, 8, 9]. Cong et al.



2.3 Bu�ered Tree Construction 3proposed the \Bounded Radius, Bounded Cost" (BRBC) spanning tree algorithm whichuses the shallow-light approach. BRBC constructs a routing tree with total wire length nogreater than (1 + 2=�) times that of a minimum spanning tree and radius no greater than(1 + �) times that of a shortest path tree where � � 0. Alpert et al. [10] proposed AHHKtrees as a direct trade-o� between Prim's MST algorithm and Dijkstra's shortest path treealgorithm. They used a parameter 0 � c � 1 to adjust the preference between tree lengthand path length.For deep submicron design, path length is no longer an accurate estimate of path delay.Several attempts have been made to directly optimize Elmore delay taking into accountdi�erent loading capacitances of the sinks. With exponential timing complexity, the branchand the bound algorithms proposed by Boese et al. [11, 12] provide the optimal andnear-optimal solutions that minimize the delay from the source to an identi�ed criticalsink or a set of critical sinks of Steiner tree. For a set of critical sinks, it minimizes alinear combination of the sink delays. However it is very di�cult to choose the properweights, or the criticality, for this linear combination. Hong et al. [13] proposed a modi�edDreyfus-Wagner Steiner tree algorithm for minimizing the maximal source-to-sink delay,The maximal source-to-sink delay is not necessarily interesting when the correspondingsink is o� the critical path. Also, there may be more than one critical sink in the samenet associated with multiple critical paths. Prasitjutrakul and Kubitz [14] proposed analgorithm for maximizing the minimal delay slack, where the delay slack is de�ned as thedi�erence between the real delay and the given delay bound at a sink.2.3 Bu�ered Tree ConstructionIntermediate bu�er insertion creates another degree of freedom for interconnect optimiza-tion. Early works on fanout optimization problem focused on the construction of bu�eredtrees during logic synthesis [15, 16, 17] without taking into account the wiring e�ect. Re-cently, layout driven fanout optimization have been proposed [18, 19]. For a given Steinertree, a polynomial time dynamic programming algorithm was proposed in [20] for the delay-optimal bu�er insertion problem. Using dynamic programming, Lillis et al. [21] integratedwire sizing and power minimization with the tree construction under a more accurate de-lay model taking signal slew into account. Inspired by the same dynamic programmingalgorithm, Okamoto and Cong [22] proposed a simultaneous Steiner tree construction andbu�er insertion algorithm. Later the work was extended to include wire sizing [23]. In theformulation of the problem [22, 23], the main objective is to maximize the required arrival



4 2 RELATED WORKS AND OVERVIEW OF DBB-TREE ALGORITHMtime at the root of the tree, which is de�ned as the minimum among the di�erences betweenthe arrival time of the sinks and the delay from the root to the sinks.To achieve optimal delay, multiple bu�ers may be necessary for a single edge. An earlywork of S. Dhar and M. Franklin [24] developed the optimal solution for the size, numberand position of bu�ers driving a uniform line that minimizes the delay of the line. The workfurther considered the area occupied by the bu�ers as a constraint. Recently C. Alpert andA. Devgan [25] calculated the optimal number of equally spaced bu�ers on a uniform wireto minimize the Elmore delay of the wire.2.4 Delay Minimized vs. Delay BoundedSince timing driven oorplanning and placement are usually iterated with static timinganalysis tools, the critical path information is often available and the timing requirement forcritical sinks converges as the design and layout progresses. It is su�cient to have boundeddelay rather than minimized delay. On the other hand, the minimization of total wire lengthis of interest since total wire length contributes to circuit area and routing congestion. Inaddition, total wire capacitance contributes a signi�cant factor to the switching power. Thereduction of wire length reduces circuit area and improves routability, also reduces powerconsumption, which are important factors for manufacturing cost and fabrication yield [1].In this paper, instead of minimizing the source to sink delays, we will present an algorithmthat constructs bu�ered spanning trees to minimize the total wire length subject to timingconstraints.Zhu [26] proposed the \Delay Bounded Minimum Steiner Tree" (DBMST) algorithm toconstruct a low cost Steiner tree with bounded delay at critical sinks. The DBMST algo-rithm consists of two phases: (1) initialization of Steiner tree subject to timing constraintsand (2) iterative re�nement of the topology to reduce the wiring length while satisfyingthe delay bounds associated with critical sinks. Since the Elmore delays at sinks are verysensitive to topology and they have to be recomputed every time the topology is changed,DBMST algorithm searches all possible topological updates exhaustively at each iterationand so it is very time consuming.2.5 Overview of DBB-tree AlgorithmIn this paper, we formulate the new Delay Bounded Bu�ered tree (DBB-tree) problem asfollows: Given a signal net and delay bounds associated with critical sinks, construct arouting tree with intermediate bu�ers inserted to minimize the total wiring length and the



5number of bu�ers while satisfying the delay bounds. Based on Elmore delay, we develop ane�cient algorithm for DBB spanning tree construction.The DBB-tree algorithm consists of three phases: (1) Calculate the minimum Elmoredelay for each critical sink to allow immediate exclusion of oorplanning/placement solutionsthat are clearly infeasible from a timing perspective; (2) Construct a bu�ered spanning treeto minimize the total wire length subject to the bounded delay; (3) Based on the topologyobtained in (2), delete unnecessary bu�ers without violating timing constraints to minimizethe total number of bu�ers. The overall time complexity of DBB-tree algorithm is O(kn2),where k is the maximum number of bu�ers inserted on a single edge, and n the number ofsinks in the net. Our DBB-tree algorithm makes the following three major contributions:� Treating the delay bounds provided by static timing analysis tools as constraintsrather than formulating the delay into the optimization objectives.� Constructing a spanning tree and placing intermediate bu�ers simultaneously. Thealgorithm is very e�ective to minimize both wire length and the number of bu�ers.� Allowing more than one bu�er to be inserted on each single edge and calculatingthe precise bu�er positions for the optimal solution. In contrast, most previous workassumes at most one bu�er is inserted for each edge and the bu�er location is �xed.3 Description of DBB-tree AlgorithmFor oorplanning purpose, we assume uniform wire width. In the DBB-tree algorithmpresented here, we consider only non-inverting bu�ers. However, the algorithm can beeasily extended to handle inverting bu�ers. Given a signal net S = fs0; s1; � � � ; sng, s0 isthe source and s1; � � � ; sn sinks. The geometric location for each terminal of S is determinedby oorplanning. Let ~B = (tb; rb; cb) denote the vector describing the parameters of non-inverting bu�ers, in which tb, rb and cb are the internal delay, resistance and capacitanceof each bu�er respectively. Before presenting the detailed DBB-tree algorithm, we �rststate some theoretical results developed by Alpert and Devgan [25] which will be used tocalculate the number and position of identical bu�ers placed on a single edge to minimizethe edge delay in DBB-tree algorithm:Theorem 1 Given a uniform line e(0; i) connecting sink si to source s0, and the parametervector ~B, the number of bu�ers placed on the wire to obtain the minimum Elmore delay of



6 3 DESCRIPTION OF DBB-TREE ALGORITHM
Figure 1: Given a uniform line e(0; i) connecting sink si to source s0, �(0; i) bu�ers areplaced on the wire in such way that the wire delay is minimized: the �rst bu�er is �� awayfrom source s0, the distance between two adjacent bu�ers equals to �� and the last bu�eris �� away from sink si.e is given by:�(0; i) = max(b�12 +s1 + 2(r(cl0;i+ cb � ci)� c(rb � R0))2rc(rbcb + tb) c; 0): (2)where R0 is the driver output resistance at source s0 and ci the loading capacitance at sinksi. Given � bu�ers inserted on e(0; i), the optimal placement of bu�ers which obtains theminimum wire delay is places the bu�ers at equal spacing from each other. Let �� be thedistance from the source to the �rst bu�er, �� the distance between two adjacent bu�ers,and �� the distance from the last bu�er to sink si. They can be derived as follows:��(0; i) = 1� + 1 (l0;i + tb(rb � R0)r + ci � cbc );��(0; i) = 1� + 1(l0;i � rb � R0r + ci � cbc );��(0; i) = l0;i � �� � (�� 1)��: (3)The minimized wire delay with � bu�ers is given by:��(0; i) = �tb + 1�+ 1 (rl0;i(�cb + ci) + cl0;i(R0 + �rb) + (�cb + ci)(�rb + R0)) +12(�+ 1) (rcl20;i + �r(cb � ci)2c � �c(rb � R0)2r ): (4)If �� 1 bu�ers instead of � bu�ers are placed on wire e the wire delay will be increased by:���(0; i) = (rcl0;i + r(ci � cb) + c(R0� rb))22�(�+ 1)rc � tb � rbcb: (5)



3.1 Lower Bound of Elmore Delay for Critical Sinks 7
Figure 2: If we place a bu�er right after s0 as in (a), the total capacitance driven by thedriver at source is reduced to cb and the �rst term of �(0; i) equals to R0cb. The secondterm, the propagation delay of the path from source to si, can be minimized by directlyconnecting si to the source and placing �(0; i) bu�ers on the wire as in (b). Combining (a)and (b), we calculate the lower bound of Elmore delay for si.By replacing R0 with 0, Equations 2 { 5 can be applied to the wire connecting any twosinks in routing tree T . Based on the theoretical results discussed above, we will presentthe detailed DBB-tree algorithm in the following section.3.1 Lower Bound of Elmore Delay for Critical SinksThe �rst phase of DBB-tree algorithm calculates the lower bound of Elmore delay for eachsink si. It may not be possible to achieve this delay simultaneously for all sinks, but noachievable delay will exceed it. The oorplanning is timing infeasible if there exists si in Ssuch that the lower bound ��(0; i) is greater than the given delay bound Di: ��(0; i)> Di.The �rst term in Eq.1, R0C0, can be reduced to R0cb by placing a bu�er right after s0 asshown in Fig. 2 (a). And the second term, the propagation delay of the path from sourceto si, can be minimized by directly connecting source to si and placing bu�ers as shown inFig. 2 (b). Formally, the lower bound of Elmore delay for si can be given by:��(0; i) = 8<: R0cb + ��(0; i) if cb � (cl0;i+ ci)R0(cl0;i+ ci) + ��(0; i) otherwise (6)If for all sinks in S, the lower bound of Elmore delay is less than the given delay bound,then the algorithm continues to phases 2 and 3, otherwise the timing constraints are too



8 3 DESCRIPTION OF DBB-TREE ALGORITHM
Figure 3: For particular sink sv 2 T , edge e(u� 1; u) is the last bu�ered edge on the pathfrom the source to sv and the last bu�er on edge e(u�1; u) drives Tv through the resistancebetween the bu�er and sv , de�ned as driving resistance of Tv, denoted by R(Tv). Since thereis no bu�er between su and sv , the driver of Tv also drives Ti for i = u; u + 1; � � � ; v � 1,where su+1; � � � ; sv�1 are the intermediate sinks from su to sv . After adding the new edgee(v; w), the loading capacitance of Tv is increased by �Cv, the Elmore delay of sinks inTi� Ti+1 for i = u; u+ 1; � � � ; v, will be increased by R(Ti)�Cv. On the other hand, due tothe bu�ers on edge e(u�1; u), �Cv will not a�ect on the delay of sinks which are not in Tu.Therefore the timing constraints of T will be satis�ed if and only if the timing constraintsof Tu are satis�ed.tight for the given oorplanning and the solution is excluded.3.2 DBB Spanning Tree ConstructionThe second phase of DBB-tree algorithm constructs a bu�ered spanning tree to minimizethe total wire length subject to the timing constraints. Similar with Prim's MST algorithm,it starts with the trivial tree: T = fs0g. Iteratively edge e(v; w) with �(v; w) bu�ers is addedinto T , where sv 2 T and sw 2 S � T are chosen such that lv;w is minimized and timingconstraints are satis�ed. T grows incrementally until it spans all terminals of S, or thereis no edge e(v; w) that can be added without violating the timing constraints. In the latercase, the oorplanning is considered to be timing infeasible and the solution is excluded.For the incremental construction of the DBB-tree, the key issue is how to quicklyevaluate the timing constraints each time a new edge is added, i.e. whether or not the



3.2 DBB Spanning Tree Construction 9delay bound at each critical sink is satis�ed. For particular edge e(v; w) where sv 2 T andsw 2 S � T , the number and the precise positions of bu�ers inserted on the edge whichminimize the edge delay can be calculated according to Equations 2 and 3. Let Tv denotethe subtree rooted at sv, after adding edge e(v; w) into T , the loading capacitance of Tv, isincreased by �Cv: �Cv = 8<: clv;w + cw if �(v; w) = 0;c��(v; w) + cb otherwise: (7)Let e(u� 1; u) denote the last bu�ered edge on the path from the source to sv as shown inFig. 3, the last bu�er on edge e(u � 1; u) drives Tv. If there is no bu�er from the sourceto sv , the source drives Tv. According to Elmore delay, Tv is driven through the resistancebetween the driver and sv, de�ned as driving resistance of Tv, denoted by R(Tv). Givensv�1 is the parent of sv , R(Tv) can be calculated as follows:R(Tv) = 8<: R(Tv�1) + rlv�1;v if �(v � 1; v) = 0;rb + r��(v � 1; v) otherwise: (8)Since there is no bu�er on the path from su to sv , the driver of Tv also drives Ti fori = u; u + 1; � � � ; v � 1, where su+1; � � � ; sv�1 are the intermediate sinks from su to sv asshown in Fig. 3. Let Ti � Ti+1 denote the set of sinks in subtree Ti but not in Ti+1. Dueto the increased loading capacitance �Cv of Tv, the Elmore delay of sinks in Ti � Ti+1 fori = u; u+ 1; � � � ; v, is given by:8s 2 Ti � Ti+1; ��(0; s) = R(Ti)�Cv for i = u; u+ 1; � � � ; v: (9)On the other hand, due to the bu�ers on edge e(u�1; u), the increased loading capacitanceof Tv will not a�ect on the delay of sinks which are not in Tu. We de�ne the delay slack ofa sink s 2 T as: �(s) = Ds � �(0; s); (10)and the delay slack of Ti to be: �(Ti) = mins2Ti �(s) (11)the timing constraints will be satis�ed for the sinks in Tu�fswg if and only if the followingcondition holds: �(Ti) � R(Ti)�Cv for i = u; u+ 1; � � � ; v: (12)By introducing the loading capacitance slack of each subtree Ti:�(Ti) = �(Ti)R(Ti) (13)



10 3 DESCRIPTION OF DBB-TREE ALGORITHMEq. 12 can be rewritten as:�(Ti) � �Cv for i = u; u+ 1; � � � ; v: (14)Let ��(v) denote the minimum slack of loading capacitance among the subtrees Ti fori = u; u+ 1; � � � ; v: ��(v) = mini=u;u+1;���;v �(Ti): (15)the condition in Eq. 14 can be simply rewritten as:��(v) � �Cv: (16)By keeping track of ��(v), this condition can be checked in constant time. The Elmoredelay of sw can be calculated from the Elmore delay of sv:�(0; w) = �(0; v) + R(Tv)�Cv + ��(v; w) (17)where ��(v; w) is calculated from Eq. 4 and the timing bound at sw can also be checked inconstant time. From above analysis, we can conclude that the necessary and su�cientcondition for satisfying the timing constraints of T after adding the new edge e(v; w) is:��(v) � �Cv and Dw � �(0; w); (18)and this condition can be checked in constant time.At each iterative step of DBB-tree construction, sv 2 T and sw 2 S� T can be selectedin linear time such that lv;w is minimum and the timing constraints are satis�ed. Afteradding the new edge e(v; w), a two-pass traversal of T is su�cient to update the delay slackand loading capacitance slack of each subtree in T : (1) traverse T bottom up and calculatethe delay slack and loading capacitance slack of each subtree Ti according to Equations 11and 13; (2) traverse T top down and calculate ��(i) from ��(i� 1), given si�1 is the parentof si: ��(i) = 8<: �(i) if �(i� 1; i) > 0;min(��(i� 1); �(i)) otherwise: (19)Since each new edge can be added into T in linear time, the overall DBB spanning tree canbe constructed in O(n2) time for net S with n sinks.3.3 Bu�er DeletionIn phase 2, one or more bu�ers are inserted on each edge to minimize wire delay. Someof the bu�ers may not be necessary for meeting the delay bound. The third phase of the



3.3 Bu�er Deletion 11
Figure 4: In case of �(v; w) = 1 as shown in (a), edge e(v; w) becomes unbu�ered edgeafter deleting the bu�er, the load capacitance of subtree Tv is increased by: �Cv =clv;w + Cw � c�� � cb; otherwise �(v; w) � 1 > 0 bu�ers are re-inserted on e(v; w), asshown (b): �Cv = c(���1 � ��).DBB-tree algorithm deletes bu�ers from the spanning tree obtained in the second phase toreduce the total number of bu�ers. In general the bu�ers closest to the source can unloadthe critical path the most. The algorithm traverses T bottom up and deletes one bu�er ata time without violating timing constraints. The deletion continues until all the bu�ers leftin T are necessary, that is, the timing constraints would not be satis�ed if one more bu�eris deleted.For particular edge e(v; w) with � > 0 bu�ers, if one bu�er is deleted from e(v; w), thiswire delay will be increased by ���(v; w) according to Eq. 5, and � � 1 bu�ers will bere-inserted: �� ! ���1 and �� ! ���1. In case of � = 1 as shown in Fig. 4 (a), wiree(v; w) becomes unbu�ered edge after deleting the bu�er, the load capacitance of subtreeTv is increased by: �Cv = clv;w+Cw� c��� cb; otherwise �� 1 > 0 bu�ers are re-insertedon edge e(v; w), as shown in Fig. 4 (b): �Cv = c(���1 � ��).Similar to phase 2, let e(u�1; u) denote the last bu�ered edge from the source to sv . Thedelay of the sinks in subtree Tu will be increased due to the increased loading capacitanceof Tv. In addition, the delay of sinks in subtree Tw will be further increased due to theincreased edge delay of e(v; w). Based on the analysis in phase 2, a bu�er can be deletedwithout causing timing violation if and only if following condition holds:��(v) � �Cv and �(Tw) � R(Tv)�Cv +���(v; w) (20)



12 4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSTable 1: Experimental Parameters of DBB-tree Algorithm on Signal NetsOutput Resistance of Driver R0 500
 � 1000
Unit Wire Resistance c 0:12
=�mUnit Wire Capacitance r 0:15fF=�mOutput Resistance of Bu�er rb 500
Loading Capacitance of Bu�er cb 0:05pFIntrinsic Delay of Bu�er tb 0:1nsLoading Capacitance of Sink ci 0:05pF � 0:15pFTherefore the timing constraints of T can be evaluated in constant time for deleting a bu�erfrom edge e(v; w). The bu�er can be found by searching at most n�1 edges. After deletinga bu�er, the delay slack and loading capacitance slack of subtrees in T are incrementallyupdated in O(n) time as in phase 2. So one bu�er will be deleted in linear time. There are atmost kn bu�ers in T where k is the maximum number of bu�ers on single edge, the timingcomplexity of bu�er deletion is O(kn2) which dominates the overall DBB-tree algorithm.Following experimental results show that the bu�er deletion e�ectively minimizes the totalnumber of bu�ers and it can delete more than 90% of the bu�ers inserted in the previousphase.4 Experimental ResultsIn the �rst part of the experiments, we implemented the DBB spanning tree algorithm ona Sun SPARC 20 workstation under the C/UNIX environment. The algorithm was testedon signal nets with 2; 5; 10; 25; 50 and 100 pins. For each net size, 100 nets were randomlygenerated on a 10mm�10mm routing region, and we report the average results. The driveroutput resistance at the source and the loading capacitances of sinks are randomly chosenfrom the intervals [500
; 1000
] and [0:05pF; 0:15pF ] respectively. The parameters used inthe experiments are based on [22], which are summarized in Table 1.The average results of the DBB spanning tree construction are shown in Table 2. Thedelay bounds of critical sinks for each net size are randomly chosen from the interval titled\Delay Bounds". The average wire length and number of bu�ers for DBB spanning tree arereported in this table. The average CPU time consumed per net shows that DBB spanningtree algorithm is fast enough that can be applied during the stochastic optimization.



13Table 2: Experimental Results of DBB Spanning Trees on Signal NetsPins(#) Delay Bounds(ns) Wire Length(mm) Bu�ers(#) CPU (sec:)2 1.0 - 5.0 4.94 0.23 0.00045 1.0 - 5.0 13.80 1.43 0.001910 1.5 - 5.0 25.07 2.82 0.004925 2.0 - 5.0 45.79 4.57 0.081650 2.5 - 5.0 78.12 7.15 0.6259100 3.0 - 5.0 123.30 10.53 4.9228To evaluate the DBB spanning trees generated by the experiments, we constructedboth minimum spanning tree (MST) and shortest path tree (SPT) for the same signalnets using the same parameters. The comparison of the average results is shown in Table3. \DBB/MST" and \DBB/SPT" is the average length ratio of DBB-tree to MST andDBB-tree to SPT respectively. The column \% sinks meeting bound" gives the averagepercentage of critical sinks which satisfy the delay bounds. For the nets with small numberof terminals, the length of DBB-tree is very close to MST. As the number of terminalsin the nets increases, the length of DBB-tree to MST is increased, but only 9% through0% critical sinks can meet the bound in MST for 25-pin through 100-pin nets. It can beconcluded that it is very di�cult to satisfy the timing constraints using MST especially forthe large nets. On the other hand, the length ratio of DBB-tree to SPT is decreased from1:0 down to 0:24, and SPT is also not ideal to meet the delay bounds for the large nets.The DBB-tree approach can achieve the short wire length with 100% critical sinks meetingthe delay bounds.In Table 4, the average number of bu�ers inserted in DBB spanning trees are listed andthe result is very reasonable considering the number of terminals in the net. To evaluatethe bu�er deletion algorithm, we compare the average number of bu�ers inserted in DBBspanning tree before and after bu�er deletion. The percentage of bu�ers reduced by thethird phase of DBB-tree algorithm is as high as 79% through 93%. The results presentedin Table 4 demonstrate that the third phase of the algorithm is quite e�ective at removingany unnecessary bu�ers estimated during phase 2 and the DBB-tree algorithm will not leadto unrealistic, impractical results.In the second part of the experiments, we apply DBB-tree to evaluate the wiring delay ofoorplanning solutions considered by the Genetic Simulated Annealing method [27]. Table



14 4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSTable 3: Comparison of DBB-tree, MST and SPT of Signal Nets.Pins (#) Legnth (mm) % sinks meeting boundDBB MST DBB/MST SPT DBB/SPT DBB MST SPT2 4.94 4.94 1.00 4.94 1.00 100 100 1005 13.80 12.96 1.07 20.08 0.70 100 93 9610 25.07 20.54 1.22 44.98 0.56 100 76 9225 45.79 34.15 1.34 118.26 0.39 100 9 3150 78.12 48.01 1.63 249.79 0.32 100 0 0.06100 123.30 67.50 1.83 513.72 0.24 100 0 0
Table 4: Average Number of Bu�ers Before vs. After Bu�er Deletion.Pins(#) w/o Deletion with Deletion Reduced (%)2 3.24 0.23 92.905 7.09 1.43 79.8310 13.99 2.82 79.8425 36.34 4.57 87.4250 79.61 7.15 91.02100 171.24 10.53 93.85



15Table 5: Four Examples of Floorplanning Applying DBB-tree Algorithm.Blocks Block size Aspect ratio Nets Net size Delay bound CPU(#) (mm) of blocks (#) (#pins/net) (ns) (min:)10 0.5 - 2.0 0.8 - 1.2 50 2 - 10 0.5 - 2.0 3.825 0.5 - 2.0 0.8 - 1.2 75 2 - 20 1.0 - 5.0 10.750 0.5 - 2.0 0.8 - 1.2 150 2 - 25 1.5 - 7.5 105.4100 0.5 - 2.0 0.8 - 1.2 250 2 - 50 2.5 - 10.0 477.2Table 6: Achieved Floorplanning Solutions by Using DBB-tree, MST and SPT Approaches.Blocks Area(mm2) Length(mm) % sinks meeting bound(#) DBB MST SPT DBB MST SPT DBB MST SPT10 18.55 26.92 23.48 112.08 128.60 211.62 100 96.2 96.925 52.30 72.38 61.01 511.27 579.87 910.53 100 88.1 92.550 112.59 148.62 124.38 1455.47 1801.92 2696.10 100 94.4 97.7100 213.57 274.77 274.02 6039.93 7037.06 16339.61 100 90.82 95.615 presents four examples which includes 10, 25, 50 and 100 rectangular blocks, respectively.The sizes (widths and heights) and aspect ratios of blocks are randomly chosen within anominal range. Netlists are also randomly generated for the four examples. The technologyparameters are consistent with those shown in Table 1.To compare with the traditional approaches which do not consider bu�er insertion dur-ing the oorplanning, we also apply MST and SPT methods to evaluate the oorplanningsolution in the same examples. Based on the same stochastic search strategy, the oorplan-ning solutions achieved by the three methods are shown in Table 6. Similarly, the column\% sinks meeting bound" measures the percentage of critical sinks which satisfy the tim-Table 7: The Improvement by Considering Bu�er Insertion in Floorplanning Stage.Blocks Area Improvement(%) Wire Length Improvement(%) Bu�ers(#)(#) DBB vs. MST DBB vs. SPT DBB vs. MST DBB vs. SPT in DBB10 31.10 21.01 14.71 47.04 1825 27.74 14.28 13.42 43.85 1850 24.24 9.48 19.23 46.02 24100 22.27 22.06 14.17 63.04 15



16 5 CONCLUSION
Figure 5: Floorplanning of 50 blocks with 150 nets sized from 2-pin to 25-pin. SPT isapplied to evaluated the wiring delay. Achieved chip area is 124:38mm2 and total wirelength 2696:10mm with 97:7% critical sinks meeting the delay bounds.ing bounds. Table 7 calculates the improvement of both chip area and total wire lengthby using DBB-tree method. For the examples, the area can be improved up to 31% overMST and 22% over SPT, respectively. On the other hand, the total wire length can beimproved up to 19% over MST and 63% over SPT, respectively. This substantial improve-ment demonstrates that using bu�er insertion at the oorplanning stage yields signi�cantlybetter solutions in terms of both chip area and total wire length. In addition, the totalnumber of bu�ers estimated by the DBB-tree approach are also shown in this table. Fig-ures 5 and 6 show the oorplanning solution with 50 blocks by using SPT and DBB-treealgorithm, respectively. In addition, Fig. 6 also displays the bu�ers estimated by DBB-tree approach. It should be noted that future research is needed to extend the approachto distribute bu�ers into the empty space between macros subject to timing constraints.However, the area of such bu�ers is typically a small fraction of a given macro area and canbe typically accommodated.5 ConclusionIn this paper, we propose a new methodology of oorplanning and placement where inter-mediate bu�er insertion is used as another degree of freedom in the delay calculation. Ane�cient algorithm to construct Delay Bounded Bu�ered(DBB) spanning trees has been de-veloped. One of the key reasons this approach is e�ective is that we treat the delay boundsas constraints rather than formulating the delay into the optimization objectives as is done
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